After a long day of crisis and pavilion gathering meeting was held.

Learning Crew:

- Ava Ingram - Off
- Linda Sadler - Off (Told not to leave work again.)
- Anita Green - Off
- Kim Rochelle - Off
- Melanie Kemp - Off
- Carver Cordel - Off

Different people were asked their opinion about the possibility of "revolution suicide" or fighting those who may be distorted socialists.

1. Ronni James - it was said he was too easy on Learning Crew people.
2. Chris Cordel - It was said his attitude was bad toward S.A.T. people, but he is good with Learning Crew.
3. Penny's self criticism was that she needs to listen to people more.

Warning: Guards should never threaten to walk out or cock weapon. Don't leave shells in chamber.

- Stream in back are full of fish - untapped resource - could be a means of survival - some were assigned for this research.

- Teachers referred some to learning crew:
  - Ricardo Arterberry, Keith Wright, Elli Beam, Stan Wright, James Johnson, Anita March.
  - Ricardo - problem in school.

- Keith Wright - Playing in class, and Don Bowers says he plays with children - slapping at them for no reason. (Chance) 1 more.

- Elli Beam - Warning: (Last Warning)
- Stanley Wright - (Warning) last

Shanterri Hall: Nasty attitude - hostile to S.A.T. workers Brady and Doug Sanders during crisis. (Learning Crew) Also James Turner said she was sleeping. Janet T. Lenin confirmed attitude. Dad asked Shanterri if she was happy - it was put to a vote for her to go on Learning Crew.

- James Johnson: (2nd time) Learning Crew
- Jair Baker: 1 more Chance

Anita March: Late for class attended 1 class this week. No excuses. She just walks in class - on floor before. Anita wants to be a vet. Marie Lawrence confronted her about coming to school. Anita did
say she checked in with Don's class - asked Don for study class -
Don told her to get it approved by Tom Grubbs first. She
works well - (Chance)

PRAISES:
Aleda Santiago, Keith Newson, (one warning to Aleda - told
her about getting oranges saying its for crew but passed
them out to those in dining area.

PRAISES:
Rene McMurray, Maurice Anderson, Lisa Wright, Dorothy Buckley
Betty Gill, Earnestine Blair, Maryann Casanova and Mary Lenin.
Odell Rhodes: Stays busy, could push more.
Partake, Tom: Told to keep pace.
Rita Cordel: Sowing division on Learning Crew - Voted that she
go to Learning Crew.
Steve Addison: Wants to increase his schedule with medical - told
to work out with Phyllis.

Warning: Dad says don't be so quick to write up supervisors on Learning
Crew (Medical people).
Earnestine March: Dad said to see what could be done in h = ease -
could get money.

Willie Malone - Touchy - Learning Crew Supervisor - poking others
on neck. Willie says he doesn't remember - says he didn't.
Ronni Dennis says he did it to him. (Warning)
Pancho Johnson: After meeting it was reported that he was hostile
about sleeping on duty/not wanting to do security --. (Learning Crew).

Others for Learning Crew:

Tyrone Cartmell, Ricardo Arterberry, Orlando Robinson, Tod Klingman,
Jim A. Jones, Stephanie Smith, James Ford.

Praise: Mary Griffith

By: Vernetta C.

Reference indicated by letters.
Follow ups are indicated by letters: (a)
PEOPLES RALLY NOTES.
PEOPLE'S NOTES, 1-1-78

Before rally - Dad read us the news.

Announcements: Johnny Jones

- All supervisors must turn in the names of their crews to aria.
  McCain. This is to be turned in Saturday night before Peoples Rally.

Song: "We're going great things for me"

"Darden Crew" Don't forget - when the revolution comes

Song: "If we don't mind dying, we will never say a word,

...we may be around red as fire, but socialism is our care

for me and now it speaks you see. This is a revolution
and it will never know defeat.

And asked for questions:

Debbie asked about Lenin - how he died and about Stalin (means
bad). Said Stalin means man of steel. Stalin hunted a revolution
that was started in Russia. He sought his way to success from an
impoverished background. His father tried to bar him to the priest-
hood. In 1917 he sought a revolution, he became leader of Russia
in 1919. Nearly 10 years after the revolution. Capitalist ambitions
didn't die easy. Marx and Engels proclaimed capitalism was a superior
system. It was advance to all systems before it. It gave some form
of representation, but it would not be satisfactory because of the
class system — no equality. Love or lust of money would lead to
its destruction. Few would have all the wealth. Two classes —
worker - the ones who owned it. First when the theory of Marx was
tried in Russia, they had capitalist ambitions. Stalin had to lead
the people through a conspiracy and the major power of Germany — the
conspiracy was funded by the leading industries of the U.S. In World
II Rockefeller was making money on both sides - he owned factories in
Germany. Stalin had a progressive government until the late 1930's.
He established communal and agricultural production. Imperialist
agents bought off some of his generals in his army and his staff. It
almost bought destruction. He arrested them and had some killed.
He began a great purge. Some were put in camps, institutions or slave.
When Hitler invaded them they were only 15 years removed from feudalism.
They resisted until they committed suicide rather than let them take
them — they held out 3 years and never surrendered. They wouldn't
have been able to resist if Stalin hadn't been a bad man. They make a
circle around their city like we do and had to eat their own pets.
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The capitalist could not break through. Moscow fought off Germany as Stalin was being fired on. Stalin wore basal clothes and left no inheritance. His daughter left and went to the U.S. Americans didn't win it. It was won in Stalingrad the city named after their leader. The seniors fought with pitch forks and they kept on marching.

Then the middle aged went forth __ the enemy never saw such a state of heroism __ with astonishment the enemy general got under his arm.

They turned back the Nazi army.

Diana Lundquist asked about Leon Trotsky:

...and said Trotsky never believed in building anything. He caused bush fires everywhere. He wanted to venture out into Russia, China, and Cuba with infiltration. He probably would have made a good leader, believed you should export into other nations first. Should not those established presently in international revolution, believed in no national boundaries, it doesn't work. He thought it should take place immediately. He wanted to start fires all over. He wanted fires everywhere. (Not sure Russia had him killed) -- probably because it was no longer reactionary. (Lenin has been right in predictions about capitalists -- it will fall). But thought it would take place in an industrial country, not instead in an agricultural setting. We believe Lenin was right, we believe Marx theory was the best theory of economics to go by. We don't say Lenin was perfect and neither was Stalin. (Sobabina = Stalin's daughter).

Stalin died of a cerebral accident -- he had maintained life for some days then died. It was said that people worshiped him too much. Sobabina was a strong supporter of her dad. He was not forced to retire -- they removed him. Stalin had to be tough.

...and said he's tired of gossip -- Dad said he has two children. One person had to be trained to suck. Mine is dad's son. He knows how to teach people. It's a burden to have sex with people you love. If you really need pleasure you could get out and find it in the night.

Dad said he only has two sons. One is little someone very tall. And believes in general love -- doesn't love one more than the other. Dad mentioned how Bruce had wanted him to marry her. Dad said we can't not be moved by physical appearance. We should like people out of character.
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Dad said people take special rights and won't come into services - should not be in back. Some continue to take special privileges and insist on working with those you like. Dad said he had to fuck all night once with someone he hated. This made him holier than Jesus. The end justifies the means. Dad said people have no right to think they are close to him because they have a special knowledge. Said no one is indispensable. Some will never change until he slaps them down. Dad said he was sick of playing. His sugar is 45 - should be 90. He mentioned how they went through one winter with no food, his Dad threw him off a bridge, and ice use to form on his cover. Psychologically that would make him very mean, but he is very caring. To be unified it takes discipline. We would have an almost spartan society, procuring.

Some people refuse to be kind to people. Many leaders are that way. We have some that are kind, but very few. Dad said some people are not heard. Dad said he's given his children more than if he had been a capitalist parent. We are suppose to be -- o --. We should think about black children starving to death in Africa. We are all guilty as it was our dollars that paid them.

Someone took Dad's pants from the crates. Inspection Committee should look into this. Some didn't show up for the water brigade. Laziness doesn't go in socialism. Some would starve to death. Some have accidents all the time to keep out of work.

Joyce Land asked about the term Marxist/Leninist - Marxist is the theory and Lenin - put it in to practice - adapted it to condition/established it.
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EILEEN TUCKER:

As a child, Dad said to imagine thinking less of yourself as some have had more pain than others. Dad told her to think of people that were being beat to death in Africa by our tax dollars.

Jack Barron asked about Trocki again: Dad said he was too idealistic. He didn’t think – his concept was to start a national revolution – it wouldn’t work no more than if we tried to take over Port Kaituma. We should produce so we can bring people in. If we produce enough we can override the problems. Dad said as long as we produce they will be hesitant to come in, as long as we stay strong. The gov’t. kicked Stoen out – U.S. threatens to kick out Guyanese in the U.S. – we have been paying a price all the days of our lives. Did we think we would have a beautiful land and wouldn’t have to fight for it.

Dad mentioned the Mitchell’s saying that they had found something to die for. Dad said some complained about there wasn’t enough meat. Some have been ill and too out of jail. People aren’t grateful enough. Some should quick taking all these breaks.

Warnings: Supervisors – should be able to take criticisms. Some are bothered by consultation. One supervisor/coordinator gets pist.

Slow to admit they have been forgetting things. We won’t tolerate it. She works well and fast, but this must be changed.

Praises from Marie Lawrence: Barbara Walker, Tarik Baker and Nicki L. Dad said he is suspicious of crew writing all praises.


(Extra cookies) Other praises: Jocelyn Carter, Diane Lundquist are doing good. Mary Worherspoon – good. Teresa King, Joan Johnson Diane McKnight and Diana Marshall.

Rhonda PAGE: Defensive – (Last warning) Netra Pain – talks too much.
Elli Bean - Always getting assignments that will take her off the job (warning)
Earnestine March - good worker - talks too much - pouts when things don't go her way. (From Becky Flowers)
Elli Bean - Told Shirley all the clicks were broken up including she and Jocelyn, Stan & Tanya. Elli said that was her understanding why Jan broke up all the crews. (Learning Crew)
Julie Worzel - Learning Crew
Willie Malone - Learning Crew
Karen Orr - off
Jim Poele wants to change name to Harrall - approved
Linda Stiler - hard to get a hold of - didn't return to children - feels she should be warned (Learning Crew)
Jocelyn's crew: Stanley Clayton - Dad told him he should be thankful - they had a contract out on him. Dad asked him who was after him. He said he didn't know. (His work is good - talks too much) Leslie supports him. Leslie feels Jocelyn sometimes doesn't work that hard. Leslie gives her and feels she should be on learning (Learning Crew)
Shirley's crew feels Stanley has straightened up lately. Dad asked Stan if he knew now 'ris died - he was killed with different weapons. He walked a block 1/2 with holes in him tried to tell who did it. Police killed him. They immediately took the car away. is now was riddled with holes. Stan was given a chance.
Vicki - needs to improve.
Harlene Lewman - works well.
Someone feels John has been let for school. Bea Orsote wrote it. Bea says Becky told her. Dad said its not wise to cause alienation in a child with all that is going on. Bea & Becky given (warning)
Dad says he felt it was hostilities directed toward him.
Lester said Bea didn't write herself up when she let the dog eat out of her plate. Tom Crabb said he was also responsible - he should have known what the child was going through. Other children have been late too.
Need more Learning Crew supervisors - Ava Ingrah asked to be teaching crew supervisor.
Parents and relatives are not to ask when their child is to get off.
Konni Dennis - off, Wayne McCall - 3 more days threw fit. Vincent Lopez of, James Ford - off, Tyrone Cartwell - off, (works better when not with Turk Rhodes. Trinidad Bills - of, Jair Baker - off (w/Penny at night and back to Jocelyn's crew). Rose McKnight - off, Odell R. - not working hard enough.

Sallie Briedenbach - Lazy - doesn't take confrontation in bakery. (warning)

People need to drink more water. People are getting lot of infections from not drinking enough water. Should drink 10 glasses a day.

Sallie Briedenbach: Dad asked her if she had any letters from Grace Steen - some said she did and read them all the time. She said she doesn't have any - says she would kill her if she had a chance. Says she and Ellen don't get along well (chance). Dad told her she should have that guilt. She doesn't use money that Grace had stolen. If we had known - we could have made some difference.

Warning: No leaving crew members.

Pancho talked to learning crew and laughed - his companion says he does tease people. (warning)

S.I.T. clothes are needed - some are wearing them for work clothes.

Radio: Order more fatigues. Bob Davis and Tommy Walker has some.

Caretner Nicks: Says people shouldn't be discussing physical problems with others outside of the doctor or nurses. Says it's very out of order. They should be turned into gratitude.

C.W.L. Chairman: Be neat job change - injury giving him a problem. Dad said to be grateful. Wanting to get out of something so bad could get a disease you don't want.

People are to write special letters - letters protesting Steens being able to come here.

By: Vernetta Christian
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"Dad said no form of discipline at all except what the collective does."

People who misbehave will just have to work through lunch.

We were visited yesterday by the Foreign Minister, Wills. He said he had never had such an experience in his life...Said he never saw anything to compare to this. He commended the goodwill and warmth that was shown and our services and planned production. He said it gave him the kind of information he needed to win the battle within the elements that might be in the country. The Foreign Minister was moved to tears when he visited the medical department. Mom Jackson gave him a talk. He said it was so wonderful to see people freed from (a people whose faces revealed that they had been freed from racism and) he said it was true integration he had never seen in the world. He is a very sick man – has lost 2/3 of his stomach. He doesn’t get nutrition he needs. Said he would have to come out here and get taken care of.

Dad said that was rather sad, a government leader who has been to doctors through the world – he cried in the doctor’s office. Dad said he looked at Cheryl Wilhite and said the child would be a Guyanese child. He was told about tumor in Earl Johnson and how no one in states showed concern. Larry said he was so moved by what Dad is doing here. It was at that point he said they will have to go through him and too many of them to get us, he said we won’t let them. He said it was a privilege to be a guest. He asked for the soap recipe.

**Problem:**

Stealing, and problem with clothing and coverings for children. Dad asked who will work with Penny getting them organized. Dad asked that equality be established. People should feel guilt if they have both blankets and sleeping bags. How many have no blankets: Patty C., Anthony Hix.

**Patty Cartmel** needs help in getting cassava. Tommy says they need about 30 people to help pick it:


We will need extra people to go to PNC:


**C-11-** 7a
Lee had told Mrs. Hudson that the doctor would come to see her daughter. Dad said this must not happen any more. The PNC meeting starts at 3 pm and the visit was set at 1 pm. Dad said the doctor goes in when PNC goes in.

Al T. and Darrell Devers also go to PNC meeting.

Dad told kitchen to have food for people going to get cassava.

Tod Klingman - Off Learning Crew (L/C)
James Johnson - 2nd time on - stays
Shanterri Hall - Off L/C back to Agricultural - Jan's crew
Rita Cordel - Gossip to Mary Griffith - Off - to Cassava Crew
Alfred March - 2nd time on
Jamal Baisy - Off
Mary Griffith - works good - stays on
Partake still doing better - laughs more.
Janet Lenin - Learning Crew
Jullie Cordel - Irresponsible about children's safety. Pays too much attention to Jamie and not others. Julie took hostilities out on children - spanking them - attitude during crisis - think she's too good to do dirty work. Julie feels she's been doing better since they discussed it the other day. (Chance)

People to work with toddlers: Volunteers: Maurice Anderson & Richdale Perkins.

Recommended to Learning Crew:
Clark Grubbs - L/C Warning: Willitte Thomas
Carver Cordel - L/C Aaron Leroy
Trinidatte Baisy - L/C Shirley Marshall - increase work

Warning: Peggy Anderson
Cindy Cordel

Dee Dee Lawrence - stays 2nd time on L/C
Karen Car - 2nd no Orlando Robinson - Off
Stephanie Smith - Off Thermon uuy - Off - Jan's Crew

No playing in showers.

Vincent Lopez - Fighting with Ronnie - made sexual remarks to
Shanterri - would have been off but - stays on L/C
Shanterri Hall - Off

Meat also for Cassava crew and Boat crew. Tommy Anderson wants to help on boat. Dad said to wait - pick up on work responsibility and may go out next time when boat comes. Gregg Watkins ok'd to go help on boat.

By: Vernetta C.
C-H-D - 70
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-- From Dad's readings:

Okra is in some places a substitute for coffee.
Egg shells can be ground to make fertilizer.
Dad asked the police to look into this.

Announcements were read.

Johnny J. said some don't understand what course they are on.
They went to Matthews Ridge and for the last couple of days, they
have been short of utilities. They would have if they had the organi-
sation that Jim Jones represents. They don't plan ahead. People
were walking around saying this is the worst holiday they've had.
They had to borrow fuel from Port Kaituma, but it didn't work. This
would have never have happened with Jim Jones. They went to Port
Kaituma today and they were talking to this man and he said Peoples
Temple was something big in the Northwest District. He said I don't
understand it but you are big. We should be thankful, we should have
an attitude of gratitude. All the people that represented us did a
big job. You would have been proud. It was something else.

Dad said its wonderful and that we are venturing out into many
places.

Songs: Garden Crew "Why do we change" - Dee Dee Macon
Reach out and Touch by Dorothy Brewer
I'll pack my grip - Bro. Moore

Plays: Hospital play
The Radio - Patty C.

Reading: Jamo Garvinich read a letter that was smuggled out of an
Argentina prison.

Dad said its important for us to realize our government. The CIA was
directly involved in the disappearance of the Chilean people. $540 Million
was spent to put fascists into power, and the Green Berets. Argentina is
right next to Chili - the government there had the power to keep many
Chileans from dying. They closed their borders and forced them to die
there. Dad said the Argentina Government was overthrown 3 days after
Henry Kissinger visited there. Allende's daughter committed suicide in
the U.S. by jumping from a window. A true communist will keep on doing
what he has to do. Dad said he didn't need 5 pages from each one saying
what they didn't like. Dad said he could have had anything in the world
he wanted.

Song: Patty Cartmel "Anybody here seen my old friend...." The congrega-
tion and Dad were deeply touched when the words Chris was inserted. "He
tried to free a lot of people, but the good they sure die young...."
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Dad added — "we better not look around and find another one gone."

Inspirational: Carver Cardel — "Joe Hill" & a reading of "Joe Hill's Will."

Praise: Odessa Buckley and Keith Newson

Learning Crew:

1. Leticia Jackson   3 days  Off
2. Regina Bowser    5 "      Off
3. Sileen Jackson   4 "      Off
4. Shabaka Baker    4 "      Off
5. Rose McKnight   1 week  Off
6. Therman Guy     3½ days  Off
7. Karen Harms      4 "      Off
8. Chris Newel     3½ "     Off
9. Partake, Tom     7 weeks Off/Penny at night
10. Larry Tupper   4 days  Off
11. Derek Walker    4 "      "
12. Alfred March    4 "      Off
13. William Klingman 1 week & 5 days
14. Kim Rochelle   4 Days  Off
15. Stan Gieg      4 Days  Off
16. [redacted]
17. Tracy Stone
18. Vincent Lopez
19. [redacted]
20. Jair Baker

Complaint on Ronnie James. Ronni already wrote it up to Dad. [redacted] said before he got on Learning Crew he and Ronni had a sex act one day on socialist class night after work he went to Ronni's cottage in the loft, he said he was dirty and he said come on up and they were layin' up there and he starting hugging and asked him what would he do and [redacted] just happened and when he was leaving Ronni asked him was he coming back. [redacted] always thinks about Ronni and that's how he got on the crew. The note says he came craving sex and he got it. Problem is that neither had clearance for this Dad said. [redacted] is 16 -- that's a problem. Dad asked [redacted] what does that have to do with you being bad on the job when you got a sex act "on the house." [redacted] said there was no excuse. Can't understand why he acted so nasty the next day. [redacted] said Ronni called him up to have sex and they had mutual homo/sex. Dad asked Ronni what does he say. (Lee and Jan had talked
to about his work habits and they asked why he didn't say it when they talked with him.

Dad asked Ronni what does he have to say.

Ronni first had 3 mos and then 6 mos. relation with Yvonne. He was asked what does he feel about the effect on that. In a way he did—Dad asked him did he think he was going to keep it a secret.

So he didn't didn't think he would get on the floor. Yvonne had trouble understanding—Ronni had told her he only wanted to do something and didn't tell her he did. Dad said he told her he had a long time ago. Penny said Ronni defended when he had to stand on one foot. Ronni told Penny that had kidney trouble. Dad asked if he had kidney problems—said yes. Says Joyce Lund knows—she said he went to the doctor for it in the states but it hadn't been established here.

Dad told Ronni he and Yvonne were in a 6 mos relationship with sex and asked him why did he have the need for both. Ronni wanted to ask homo-sex with Dad said it's a problem with under aged—against the law. Asked him why didn't he try it with someone else and asked him if he was attracted to anyone else. Ronni said yes—Gary Tyler. Dad said he can speak for himself. Who else— that's all. Dad asked Gary if he was interested in Ronni—Gary said he'd noticed him a few times but hadn't thought about it. Dad asked Ronni if it was because Yvonne wouldn't. Yes. Dad said he's afraid of indulgence in times like these of war, but he's sympathetic to his feelings, but afraid if everyone does this — he questions what we are really doing. Dad says he has (Ronni) a bi-sexual need. Asked what does he need women for—what does he think they need women for and how long would he want—Says wants a homo to find as a companion. Ronni said he would only have a relationship with for a short while. He asked Ronni what does he tell a person to get them to come on — did he feel was peoples property. Says had done it before. Dad mentioned that others were doing it too and others should be more understanding as they will be up here next. Vote to see who opposes to two sex's living together—vote all in favor.

Marie L. mentioned she didn't know whether her companion would prefer a man or her. But Dad said her companion who is in Detroit has left the church. Marie thanked Dad for telling her. Dad mentioned that he wanted socialist class test results. Dad asked how
many had slipped and had sex that was not cleared. Dad asked how
many have wanted to have sex w/ the opposite sex male/male etc.
Don't believe sex is what makes a revolution. Asked those who
have had sex to write it up with "Tonight Peoples Rally" on it.
Don't tell others about it.

Dad asked how many have no concern for sex. Many raised
their hands. Dad said this is where the mass is.

Dad said there are new forms of harrassments - they are bringing
many of our people back in states up for audit. Says if people can
fuck interjectically after hearing this. Most are out to use you.
Partake said the experience Penny put him through was helpful. Dad
asked if he heard Ronni defending him. He said yes. Dad said this
was out of line. Dad asked how did he think would feel when
Ronni dropped him - Ronni says he intended to go back to Yvonne. Asked
why - says he likes Yvonne better than he does. Why - Ronni
says it's to hide his homosexuality. Dad said the other is because he
won't mother you. Dad said some say they have a good relationship
with their wives and if you know what I know they'd drop dead. Dad
says he's read their mail. He's heard your comments and complaints.
Dad told them not to try to go around the law any more.

Ronni feels he should be on Learning Crew for 1 month.
Dad said not to start letting people hold children when they've not
shown principle. Our babies need strong hands. Dad said since Ronni
was honest about it - he would have 1 week on learning crew. Next time
someone will get beat and 30 days on learning crew.
Dad says no matter what law say here or anywhere - no one should be
judged by sexual orientation.

Eric Baker, Vincent Lopez, Ronni James, O'dell Rhodes, Jair Baker
Keith Wade, Wayne McCall, Tracy Stone, Ronni Dennis, Dov Lundquist,
Carver Cordel, Stanley Clayton. (These stay on Learning Crew)

Jair Baker: Unraveled in jar that Penny thought to be hot peppers
and she inadvertently ate some and Jair was thought to have done it
on purpose, but to prove his good faith he swallowed some to show her
it was not intended. (No discipline issued in this situation)

Stanley Clayton: Refused to work in assigned area. Dad attitude
to Jocelyn - chauvinist. (Learning Crew).

Kevin Smith: Broke chain saw cost $400 wants 3 days on Learning
Crew. Kevin changed it to 1 month after it was stressed how serious
was. Children who stay with him says he keeps ax's. Took oxygen tank up to banana hut and didn't bring it back. Why did he keep ax's and didn't let someone know. Said ax's were broke. Larry said he should be careful transporting equipment. (Kevin Smith on Learning Crew indefinitely)

James Johnson: Urinating sleeping quarters, leaves dirty clothes laying around and urinated in glass. (Learning Crew indefinitely)

Noya Blair: Community Training Program problem.

Eileen Tucker: Shirley Baisy wrote up that Eileen complains and talks too much while working - works well, however. She was asked to straighten up.

Barbara Kemp: It was said that she's falling apart. Dad told Michael and Shirley to watch Eileen & Barbara's work.

Dad asked who was dropping out of school - 10% very intelligent.

0 Anita March, Shawanna Harris, Poncho Johnson (says he wasn't going to school, but likes socialist classes) Darlene Ramey, Mark Wagner (Mark says he plans to go - had been on front gate. Mark Sly works with Rom Sines - likes to work with wood and likes socialist classes - Dad advised them to elect some courses.

Dad asked which ones should continue: Anita wants to be a vet -- this is reasonable. Mark Wagner has a good aptitude. Shirley R. said he said he had no interest in her class. Mark S. dislikes biology -- Tom G. says Science Dept. has been changed -- feels he'd like it this term. Dad said education will have to give profile. Tom said he has a lot of basic skills but will top out. Most wanted to quit school to work - some are on security.

0 Dad said all go back and try it for a week.

Walter Williams: Late for work - has 19 children in cottage. He says he was late only one day. Dad asked why was he late - says he failed to check in -- wasn't late just went straight out to bush.

--------Man's Rights to Civilization by Jeff Carey.--------

Danny Kutulas said first day Walter didn't report - was painting and forgot. 2nd day said he reported out to job site - 3rd day was on time. 4th day he didn't see him at all. Late 3 out of 4 days. Tiki says he doesn't help with children. His work is very well. He was given a (Chance) however asked to work with wood. For asking for change upon being confronted he was given 1 day on Learning Crew.

Agricultural/Livestock heads were asked to get together with Rob
Gieg.

Tratise Arterberry - Learning Crew
Mark Rhodes - Learning Crew
Hassan Smith - Learning Crew

Rule: Tractor workers start at 7 o'clock -- if you don't make it
will be on learning crew the next day.

Senior Citizens Drill Team approved -- Requested by Marion
Campbell. Will meet 7pm tomorrow.

Celeste Vantos - Learning Crew) -- Fighting
Julie Rummels - Learning Crew

Dad is our protector -- he'll keep you through this night --
Dad said he doesn't always call out people but this is to be
said by all for a reason. Dad asked those who hadn't touched their
neighbor right to do it again.

Steering Monday and Agricultural Wednesday.
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